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17/12/14

I support the proposed changes to the Mile End catchment. I am a parent of two
children at the school. I consider that the changes to the treatment of the hospital
related accommodation are a reasonable response to high demand for the school.
Many families who move to the area in long term renting or having purchased
houses are unable to obtain places. Removing from the catchment pool families who
must move out of the hospital accommodation after 6 months (because I believe that is
the rule of the hospital authorities) appears appropriate.

_______________________________________________________

17/12/14

I am a local resident and a parent of children at both Mile End and Aberdeen Grammar
School.

I fully support the rezoning proposal and have no concerns about it. I feel it is a positive
step to ease the oversubscription at both of these schools, also the children who live in
the Foresterhill Complex do so for short periods of time so this would make it easier,
and cause less disruption, to rezone them than permanent residents in other areas.

_____________________________________________

17/12/14

I am writing to express my support for the proposal to rezone part of the Mile End
catchment area to Cornhill primary. Mile End is currently over capacity and with new
developments in the area, the pressure on school numbers continues to
grow. Rezoning the foresterhill flats is unlikely to cause stress for families currently
living in the zone, as the flats provide temporary accommodation for hospital staff, so
the families currently living in the flats will be looking for more permanent
accommodation.

As the cost/teaching implications for the change are minimal, I cannot think of any
problems with the proposal.

______________________________________________



18/12/14

It has been suggested that children at foresterhill complex will be rezoned to cornhill
school from 2014.The main reason mentioned is to relieve some pressure at mile end
accomodation.Surprisingly, the foresterhill complex is located within the whole ARI
campus and there are lot of residences just around the building ,only that
particular group of children would be rezoned sounds unfair. However their
neighbouring friends will be still going to mile end school. Moreover , i dont think that
small number of displacement will do some good in relieving the pressure .
The second reason is residence at foresterhill campus is short termed and their
children's school wont ususally change afterwards.

As It is a NHS property ,they only allow their hospital staff to stay there for only a short
period,so its not what they choose but what they have to.Majority of the residents are
usually doctors from abroad and of varied ethnic origins and this hospital
accomodation is a privilege for them.

Thirdly mile end school has an edge to cornhill as they provide facilities for children with
special needs.The whole atmosphere of mile end school is friendly and show no racial
differences.In addition being people of various ethnicities they feel more secure in living
at places which are more friendly and avoids places like mastrick , torry and woodend.
etc.

I humbly request that let the children of foresterhill go to mile end as it bears good
reputation as compared to cornhill school.
kind regards
ex resident of foresterhill court,
lived at foresterhill for two years.

____________________________________________________________
.


